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Of the Moment
You are a moment of time. When I say 'moment', I am not expressing a
passing of time or an instant experience, for your moment in time now is all
that life experience of which you are now aware. It is all one life, one moment
within the consciousness frequency of you. This frequency can be
understood as being your moment in the Third-dimension, here on the Earth.
When you apprehend what this moment represents to your
consciousness, it will become obvious that time is non-existent. Once you
move into the consciousness of your moment, you will experience
timelessness, because one, fifty or five hundred years measured by the
Illusion on the Third-dimension is just that – an illusion.
When you integrate your Ego and its frequency with the Vortex of Light
and Healing, you will sense a separation from the Astral Illusion. All past life
experiences will become one life and will be seen as your 'moment' in
consciousness.
Over the millennium there has been much written and discussed about
'fate', and the fatalistic concept has been instigated by the Astrals to lull
individuals into a sense of abandonment – abandoning the need to complete
tasks which appear to be too hard and which involve effort, then assigning
all to fate, such fate as determined by Astral rule.
The concept of fatalism, like many other concepts and movements in
society, has its roots in truth, and fatalism in its actuality should be seen as
representing the predetermined path of your Light in its work for the creative
expression in THE LIGHT.
Some people often assert that prior to their entering their current life
experience on the Earth, they mapped out and predetermined all that they
will accomplish in the oncoming experience on the Earth. Again this is not
completely true, for there is only 'one' moment when you predetermined your
need on the Earth and the Third-dimension, and that is when you first agreed
to project your consciousness to the Earth and its Third-dimension, for there
is only one purpose of your life here. And each return only provides you with
the basic need for the completion of your destined path.

The length of the 'moment', or the number of experiences, is bound up in
just how fixed you become in the Astral Illusion. There is no time in THE
LIGHT, and the return times become a break in the moment. The time
between life experiences appears to increase the moment, but actually it
does not have any effect.
You ask, 'What have I predetermined?' This is a common thread of
enquiry passing through all Humanity, and expresses memory loss. This
memory loss becomes convenient, for it allows you to move through many
transgressions, and all transgressions are not bad or evil, they are only
movements into the Illusion. However, it is interesting to see that all such
transgressions are fraught with suffering. Again, this suffering is not harmful
to One Light, for initially these illusory transgressions are enjoyed and sought
after. It is only after the repetitious experiences are seen as fruitless and the
cause of much suffering and misery to the Ego, that it seeks to move out of
the Illusion. In doing so, the Ego must retrace its old path, and this is
accomplished by making amends by reducing the old karma, that is, by
ceasing the repetitive transgressions.
At that point in the moment you begin the journey back to remembering
what was originally encoded. You begin to toss away the rubbish and excess
baggage and move toward the fulfillment of your original purpose.
In the current stage of experience, the Ego sees its 'purpose' of life as the
becoming of a beacon for all others to follow. Some feel that they should
become a humanitarian, a religious leader, a composer of uplifting music, an
artist, a teacher, and so the list continues. These Egos feel that through
attaining great achievement in these areas, they act as examples for others
to follow, and this will lead others to find salvation. But salvation from what?
A life free from pain and suffering, a life which provides satisfaction, wealth,
and all that is considered in the Illusion as being 'good'. These exemplary
Egos act as role models for others, and exert this Astral feeling into the
memory of the race, and this is their claim to immortality.
Is that what you consider as being an accomplished and purposeful life?
What is it that you need to remember? What purpose exists beyond all
these 'purposes' currently entertained by the Ego? What is there which is
greater than being a beacon for others to follow?
You are not a beacon, for all others are you. When you attempt to
influence others, you are only influencing your self! Your purpose is not to
become involved in the lives of others, but to become centered in your own
life experience and work it out. It is necessary that you influence your Ego
into accepting the flow of your Light into the Dimension. Once you remember
your Self – your Light – then others will automatically begin to remember

themselves. For their Light is also your Light – all is One Light. Once you are
One Light you need not try to lecture others about what they should or
shouldn't do, for that way exists only in the frequency of the Ego and the
Astral Illusion.
Once you remember your true purpose, you live in Light and the moment
is complete, since Light is flowing through the Dimension to the Earth.
What is the Earth? Most individuals tend to look on the Earth as their
private camping ground. The scientific community states that the Earth is an
inert sphere of gases and minerals, which exists to provide a place for life,
especially the human.
Where you now stand in consciousness in the Vortex you must constantly
seek to 'feel' the body to which you are now projecting. You need to
harmonize it to the frequencies of the Earth and to not inflict your Ego's
demands on it constantly. You need to know its potential of consciousness,
for you hardly pay it any heed, because you never feel that it is separate from
your Ego. You need also to separate your Light from the Ego and your Earthbody.
For your meditation and contemplation, try to see what the Earth would
be like without the Astral Illusion. You can do this, for there was a time in
your consciousness when the Earth did not function within the Astral Illusion.
Once you reach that point in consciousness where you can separate the
Earth, the Earth-body, your Ego, the Illusion and You, then you will see and
know the Earth in all its glory and purity, the magnificent being which it is.
You cannot do this easily while you allow your consciousness, through your
Ego, to give power to the Illusion.
It seems difficult for you to divorce your consciousness from the frequency
of the Illusion, for you still believe that it exists. I hear you say, 'But all
civilization on the Earth exists through the Illusion, and to deny the Illusion
will deny my existence on the Earth!'
You, or more particularly, your Ego says this, for in that statement you still
feel that you exist on the Third-dimension. This is rather than acknowledging
that it is your Ego which exists through its Earth connection.
Is there a frequency in consciousness where the Ego will deny the
existence of the Illusion? If so, does that mean non-existence?
There is no such thing as non-existence. The Illusion becomes a reality
not to the body, but only to the Ego frequency, and the Ego is the driving
force to the body. If this is so, it is also the driving force to the Earth's growing
consciousness, for the Earth and its bodies are inseparable.
If the Ego frequency was withdrawn from the body, what would be the
experience to the Earth? Can the body exist separately from the Earth? Can

the Earth exist separately from the Ego? To both these questions the answer
is 'yes', with qualification.
The Earth, as the child of the Sun, exists in that frequency relative to the
energies and consciousness of the Sun itself.
Now, as the Earth-bodies are a progression of the expanding
consciousness of the Earth, then they are capable of separate existence
from the Ego. This was the case in the early development of the Earth's
consciousness. However, because the Earth needed a higher frequency
vehicle to attract higher frequencies of consciousness, the Ego was
developed, as a reflection of part of the Sun's energies.
The so-called 'vital force', 'chi', or any other name attributed to a force
which animates the body, exists separately from the Ego, for it is a frequency
that is and has been since the formation of the Earth, continually directed
through the Sun throughout the Solar System.
All the Earth, and all that exists in and on the Earth, is bathed with this
vital energy frequency, which is the animator of the life consciousness of the
Earth. It enlivens all life, from the minerals, through the plants and vegetation
to the animal organisms.
Initially, the developing frequencies in the plants and organisms formed
the simple Third-dimensional consciousness of the Earth, and through the
process of morphogenesis the organisms became more complex. Such
complexity of form and energy allowed the Earth to draw higher frequencies
of consciousness to itself.
Before we approach this subject from a deeper level, I want you to move
into meditation and during that state begin to sense or feel your Earth-body,
for unless you truly feel it and blend with it back into the Total Consciousness
of the Earth, you will continually feel attached to the body and will separate
its existence from the Earth.

